
In 2019 VDOT partnered with VIMS and DNR to initiate a 

study to begin to address recurrent flooding

Task 1) Assess climate vulnerability and adaptation of 

transportation infrastructure

Task 2) Assess ecosystem impacts of transportation 

infrastructure under rising sea levels



AdaptVA.org



• Examine all roads with respect to FEMA Flood Hazard 

Zones

• Update recurrent road flooding maps 

• Analyze road elevations and Return Flood Frequency 

(RFF) relative to the Best Available Tide Gauge data 

for the area;

• Road Network Analysis (RNA) to evaluate vulnerability 

of major VDOT infrastructure

• Interactive planning portal for VDOT.







DATA SOURCES:

• VDOT 511

• Available for the entire 

state 

• But does not include 

city-owned roads

• WAZE 

• Available for select 

areas and years



NOAA 2017 Intermediate scenario

Example of water exceedances for different flood levels for flood frequency analysis
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• Model current habitat distribution for rare, threatened or 

endangered (RTE) and migratory bird species

• Forecast habitat distribution shifts for target species

• Assess the potential for existing and planned local land use 

changes and transportation infrastructure to become a 

detrimental impact on future RTE species habitats by virtue of 

changing proximities between 2020 and 2080

• Provide outcomes in Interactive planning portal for VDOT



NOAA Intermediate-High Curve

• 2040 – 1.68 ft NAVD88

• 2080 – 4.66 ft NAVD88

Shifts in species habitats from SLR will be modeled to 

identify potential use conflicts between species and 

VDOT infrastructure.



Taxa Count (Priority)

Insects 1 (0)

Fish 5 (4)

Amphibians 2 (1)

Reptiles 3 (1)

Birds 19 (10)

Mammals 2 (1)

Plants 11  (4)

Total 43 (21)









• Determining which entity has responsibility for a given road is necessary because it has the duty to maintain or abandon the 

road, and to start the abandonment process.

• The entity with authority over a road has a legal duty to keep and maintain the roads in safe condition.

• While sovereign immunity may protect the Commonwealth and counties from most tort claims, it does not protect them when 

they are grossly negligent or when they act beyond their legitimate power. 

• Sovereign immunity does not protect governmental actors from legal claims of inverse Condemnation. Losing access, which 

Virginia statute defines as a material impairment of direct access to property, because of a flooded road or a property damaged 

by a flooded road, could lead to a lawsuit.

• Localities may find that lawfully abandoning roads is a safer or more economic option than continuing to maintain them.

• VDOT has the ability to discontinue a road or stretch of highway, shifting authority over the road back to the county, city, or 

town that the road lies in.

• Road abandonment entails its own legal risks, particularly inverse condemnation claims from property 

owners who relied on the road in question to access their properties.

• Virginia’s Constitution explicitly requires the government to provide compensation for “lost access” to 

property.




